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A MODEL FOR CHARACTERIZING
CYBERPOWER

Adrian Venables, Siraj Ahmed Shaikh and James Shuttleworth

Abstract Cyberspace may well be the “great equalizer” where nation states and
non-state actors can wield cyberpower and compete on relatively equal
terms. Leveraging current views and uses of cyberpower, this chapter
redefines cyberspace and introduces a three-dimensional model that ex-
presses how cyberpower can be exercised. The model, which is divided
into distinct layers, each with its own unique characteristics, offers a
notion of distance through a view of cyberspace that introduces the
concepts of near, mid and far space. Cyberpower is examined from the
perspective of national security. A range of prominent cyber attacks are
qualitatively assessed and compared within the context of the model.
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1. Introduction

This work builds on research by Rowland et al. [18] that describes the
anatomy of a cyber power and highlights the essential elements required to
achieve and maintain cyberpower. It redefines cyberspace by drawing together
and expanding on existing definitions to create a three-dimensional model
through which power can be exercised. After deconstructing the notion of cy-
berpower into a number of constituent components, a range of well-documented
examples of cyber attacks are examined within the context of the new model
for cyberspace. This provides a foundation for the measurement of cyberpower.

Although power has been defined in a number of ways, this work restricts
the definition to national security and conflict, which seek to achieve advantage
for political purposes. Thus, the criminally-motivated activities that flourish in
cyberspace for financial benefit are excluded as are the social media activities
of celebrities and other individuals who seek self-promotion and influence.

As the cyberspace domain is essentially technical in nature, the proposed
characterization of cyberpower encompasses several attributes that together
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provide a scale of increasing sophistication and capabilities. The ability of
an actor to use cyberspace to develop and launch novel, targeted actions that
influence the behavior of other persons or devices is considered to be a demon-
stration of cyberpower. This requires a superior understanding of the nature
of cyberspace and ability to precisely maneuver within it. Similarly, acquir-
ing and retaining cyberpower also require an entity to maintain comprehensive
situational awareness of its cyberspace assets and to recognize and contain in-
filtrations and attacks.

2. Related Work

According to Nye [15], power is a contested concept that is elusive to define
and measure. Nye also describes the three facets of power. The first is to get
others to do what they would not normally do. The second is agenda setting
and framing issues in a manner that does not require coercion. The third is
the exercise of power by determining the wants of other entities.

Nye also distinguishes hard power from soft power. Whereas conventional
hard power changes the behavior of another entity through inducements or
threats in the form of economic or military measures, soft power comes from
attraction, which includes non-material means such as culture, political values
and foreign policy. Nye [14] also develops the notion of smart power where the
concepts of hard and soft power are mutually reinforcing. Smart power enables
the full range of political, economic and military options to be articulated in a
single strategy that advances national policy objectives.

As with the notion of power, arriving at a definitive description of cyberspace
is a notoriously difficult task; one study reports 28 different definitions of cy-
berspace [10]. The Development, Concepts and Doctrine Centre (DCDC) of
the U.K. Ministry of Defence acknowledges the lack of a formal definition of
cyberspace and, thus, draws on the Concise Oxford English Dictionary defi-
nition of cyberspace as relating to “information technology, the Internet and
virtual reality.” The Joint Doctrine Note 3/13 formally defines cyberspace for
the U.K. defense forces as “the interdependent network of information tech-
nology infrastructures (including the Internet, telecommunications networks,
computer systems, as well as embedded processors and controllers), and the
data therein within the information environment” [30].

This research views the component elements of cyberspace as a series of
layers, with each layer fulfilling a particular role. Initially three layers were
considered, the physical layer at the base, a syntactic layer above it and a
semantic layer at the top [12]. In this model, the physical layer comprises
hardware and cabling, the syntactic layer includes the software and protocols
that enable data transfer between the hardware components in the physical
layer, and the semantic layer contains the information used by a system to
achieve its intended purpose.

Subsequent work developed a four-layer model comprising the infrastructure,
physical, syntactic and semantic layers [23]. The infrastructure layer consists
of hardware, cabling and satellites; the physical layer incorporates the electro-
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Table 1. Three horizontal layers of cyberspace.

Environment Description

Near Space
Local networks and systems that are considered vital to sup-
port the critical national infrastructure and services, and are
assumed to be controlled and protected by national or govern-
mental agencies.

Mid Space
Networks and systems that are critical to access global cy-
berspace, but over which there is no local control or protection.
Typically, these assets are geographically distant and are owned
by foreign companies or third parties.

Far Space
Networks and systems that form the near space of a competitor
or adversary, and must be influenced or controlled as part of a
campaign to project power and influence in cyberspace.

magnetic spectrum; and the syntactic and semantic layers retain their original
definitions.

In addition to representing cyberspace in terms of layers, cyberspace can
be considered geographically in terms of near, mid and far operating space
as described in Table 1 and based on the U.K. Ministry of Defence Cyber
Primer [30]. Control and a comprehensive situational awareness of local near
space are vital to protect and defend national and local interests. Power is
exerted through the “no man’s land” of mid space into far space by traditional
power projection mechanisms or cyber attacks; the far space corresponds to
the near space of a target country or competitor. An analysis of an adversary’s
strengths and weaknesses in each of these areas can provide information about
the most effective methods that can be utilized to reduce its influence and
ability to operate freely in cyberspace.

3. Unified Cyberspace Model

The four-layer model of cyberspace expresses the fact that the ability to
control one layer does not imply control of any other layer for the purposes of
achieving a specific cyber effect. In fact, all four layers must be considered in
a coherent mission planning process.

To fully appreciate the planning required to effectively project power as part
of a broader campaign, a unified model has been created that incorporates
three new layers and expands the definition of the semantic layer. Figure 1
presents the unified model, which comprises seven layers from bottom to top:
(i) services layer; (ii) infrastructure layer; (iii) physical layer; (iv) syntactic
layer; (v) semantic layer; (vi) human layer; and (vii) mission layer.

The services layer lies below the infrastructure layer and emphasizes the
dependencies between components of the infrastructure layer that enable cy-
berspace to exist and function. It includes resources such as power, water,
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Figure 1. Unified cyberspace model.

materials and even physical security. This layer also includes industrial sys-
tems and components that support the infrastructure.

Cyberspace requires human intervention for its creation, maintenance, ex-
ploitation and (even) its destruction. Thus, a human layer is included directly
above the semantic layer. The semantic layer, which provides information that
is useful and understandable to human operators, is necessarily expanded to
cover the specific needs of end users. This includes language, culture and user
interactions in cyberspace. The importance of this aspect of communicating
information is recognized in the field of social network analysis, which investi-
gates the characteristics of relational ties to draw inferences about a network
and its entities [22].

The mission layer is the capstone of the unified cyberspace model. It em-
phasizes the fact that cyberspace serves human needs that are constantly
evolving and expanding, and that cyberspace is not a naturally-occurring phe-
nomenon. Every interaction in cyberspace has a specific purpose and con-
sequence, whether intentional or unintentional, innocent or malevolent. By
specifying and highlighting the notion of a mission at the top of the model, the
roles of all the lower layers can be better understood and contextualized.

Upon combining the seven layers of cyberspace with the concepts of near,
mid and far space, cyberspace can be redefined in terms of the three dimen-
sions shown in Figure 1. This can be used to further illustrate that, although
cyberpower may be exercised in some elements of cyberspace, it does not guar-
antee control of all the elements and that a technique that targets a particular
aspect may only have a limited overall effect against an adversary. This model
also enables attacks to be appreciated in terms of their intended effects and
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where the greatest risks to an organization exist. It should also be noted that,
because the mission element does not vary from mid to far space, it remains a
constant throughout.

4. Defining Cyberpower

This section defines the notion of cyberpower and distinguishes between state
and non-state actors.

4.1 Cyberpower

Cyberpower may be defined as the ability to alter the behavior of a target
subject through the medium of cyberspace in the context of national security
and conflict. Such power is exercised by state or non-state actors via cyber
campaigns that comprise a singular targeted event (or series of events) using
coercive, persuasive or technical means to achieve a specific effect as part of a
strategic objective. This ability can be broken down into the following distinct
capabilities:

Active engagement and influence aimed at understanding and opinion
forming with a view to directing policy and discourse in the cyber domain
using the projection of soft power.

Targeted and possibly offensive measures designed to deny, degrade, de-
stroy, disrupt or divert service or data to particular devices or components
to achieve specific objectives.

Resilience of the cyber infrastructure through the effective anticipation,
absorption, adaptation and recovery from a cyber campaign. A cyber
campaign can consist of hard, soft or smart power techniques available
to a state or non-state actor and may be realized via a combination of
technical and policy mechanisms to strengthen, adapt and defend the
infrastructure. This is achieved through reconnaissance and intelligence
to maintain a comprehensive situational awareness of assets located in
near space.

Resources and means to achieve attribution of the full spectrum of cyber
campaigns in order to counter and, if necessary, take retaliatory action.

Technical skills and the capacity to underpin the effective and sustained
delivery of all of the above.

4.2 State and Non-State Actors

Cyberspace can be regarded as the “great equalizer” in which nation states
and non-state actors can compete on relatively equal terms. It can offer enti-
ties the same speed, reach, anonymity and protection as well as the ability to
develop their own cyber weapons at low cost while profiting economically from
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on-line commerce [19]. The differences between state and non-state actors
are highlighted by comparing their published cyber strategies or previously-
demonstrated offensive activities in cyberspace to determine where their prior-
ities lie and where they reside in the unified model of cyberspace.

Several countries have published their national cyber strategies. The United
Kingdom and the United States emphasize their increasing dependence on cy-
berspace and the risks that this brings, noting the dichotomy between the
need to tackle security threats while respecting privacy and other fundamental
rights. The 2011 United Kingdom Cyber Security Strategy [29] presents a vi-
sion to derive economic and social value from cyberspace and emphasizes the
economic benefits as well as the need to tackle cyber crime and be resilient to
cyber attacks. The human aspect of security is also recognized with the need
to develop the knowledge, skills and capabilities required to meet the overall
security objectives.

The United States recognized the need for a policy to secure cyberspace as
far back as 2003 with the publication of a national strategy [3]. This strategy
articulated a framework for protecting the infrastructure that is essential to
the economy, security and way of life. The 2011 United States Department
of Defense’s strategy for operating in cyberspace is predominantly defensive in
nature and treats cyberspace as an operational domain [31]. In particular, the
strategy covers the protection of Department of Defense networks and systems
using the skills of its workforce and through partnerships with other depart-
ments and allies. The theme of international cooperation is also the subject of
the 2011 U.S. International Strategy for Cyberspace [16]. One of the important
goals is to work with the international community to promote an open, interop-
erable, secure and reliable information and communications infrastructure [16].

The need for international collaboration to secure cyberspace is also recog-
nized by NATO in its National Cyber Security Framework Manual [8]. The
manual notes that, although national interests tend to have priority over com-
mon interests, international cooperation is needed to achieve cyber security at
the global level. The NATO Cooperative Cyber Defense Center of Excellence
(CCDOE) has identified international laws that are applicable to cyber war-
fare in its Tallinn Manual [20]. Released in 2013, the manual specifies 95 rules
governing cyber conflicts, addressing issues such as sovereignty, state responsi-
bility, international humanitarian law and the law of neutrality. The European
Commission has also recognized the need to achieve an open, safe and secure
cyberspace, which it seeks to achieve through its norms and principles of fun-
damental rights, democracy and the rule of law [4].

Although several nation states have published their official (defensive) cyber
policies, they tend to be very reticent about exposing details of their offensive
doctrines or capabilities. However, this is not the case with some non-state
actors who have amply demonstrated their intent and capabilities to conduct
a wide spectrum of cyber attacks [5]. The Anonymous collective is the most
prominent western non-state group and it has demonstrated significant cyber-
power. The collective, which first came to prominence after its attacks on the
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Church of Scientology in 2008, achieved significant publicity with a campaign
of action in support of Wikileaks against PayPal and the hacking of the security
firm HBGary in 2011 [24]. Anonymous is difficult to quantify because it claims
to be a leaderless collective operating under the mantra: “Knowledge is free.
We are Anonymous. We are Legion. We do not forgive. We do not forget.
Expect us.” Its significant social media presence grants it status as a cyber
power according to the definition given above, especially when considering the
sophistication of its activities (e.g., support of Wikileaks) [21].

The Syrian Electronic Army is a formidable group that has supported the
government of Syrian President Bashar al-Assad. Although its relationship
with the government is unclear and despite its claims to be independent, some
commentators speculate that the Syrian Electronic Army is a state-sponsored
entity [17]. State sponsored or not, the group is well organized with its own
website, which lists its high profile hacks, including successful attacks on the
western media and the U.S. Marine Corps website [28].

In general, nation states publish their cyberspace strategies and emphasize
the need for resilience. This concentrates their efforts on the protection of near
space for reasons of economic and national security. Non-state actors, however,
typically operate in mid space and do not have the burden of protecting their
infrastructures in near space. Instead, their activities are limited to exerting
cyberpower in the near space of their adversaries according to their political and
conflict agendas. This enables non-state actors to maintain resilience through
distribution and anonymity, although their capabilities may not be focused and
sustained because they primarily rely on volunteers to pursue their agendas.
The key difference between nation states and non-state actors is that the former
are constrained by domestic and international law, while the latter consider
themselves free to use any and all means that are deemed to be effective.

5. Characterizing Cyberpower

This section characterizes cyber attacks, and by extension cyberpower, in
terms of six attributes that are used to provide a composite score of the sophis-
tication of a cyber campaign. Also, the section evaluates ten well-publicized
cyber attacks from 2007 through 2014 with respect to the six attributes and
provides the corresponding composite scores.

5.1 Cyber Attack Attributes

Having defined the concepts of cyberspace and cyberpower in the context
of the unified model, it is possible to characterize the effects of cyber attacks
and to measure cyber attacks and, by extension, cyberpower. Cyber attacks
are measured using a sophistication scale based on the layers in the cyberspace
model, which combined with the targeted activities, provides a comparative
scaling of the attacks. Sophistication is measured in terms of six character-
istics, persistence, propagation, novelty, precision and accuracy, impact and
attribution:
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Persistence: This is measured in terms of the actions or effort under-
taken by the attacker. For example, a denial-of-service attack requiring
continued action from an attacker would score less than a virus that does
not require human action to propagate. Accordingly, a virus would score
less than a self-replicating worm that requires no originator interaction
after the initial delivery.

Propagation: This is measured in terms of the effort that is required to
deliver the payload. For example, a successful attack on a system that is
not connected to the Internet would score higher than a system that is
more easily accessed.

Novelty: This is measured in terms of the uniqueness of the technique
employed by the attack payload and the amount of effort expended in
its development. The use of previously-unknown exploits would receive a
high score.

Precision and Accuracy: These are measured in terms of how discreet
the attack is in achieving a particular effect. This considers the level of
collateral damage to other systems or people and the extent to which
the timing of the event can be determined. An attack that focuses on
a unique target at a specific time would score more highly than a gen-
eral widespread attack with no particular timing because it indicates the
complexity of the objective or a desire to reduce collateral damage.

Impact: This is measured in terms of the effectiveness of the attack,
which depends on its psychological value as well as the actual effect on
the target. Impact can also be measured in terms of the temporal effect.
The scoring is influenced by the publicity and assessment of cyber security
researchers who identify precise attack details that have not been released
to the public. The more severe the impact, the higher the score.

Attribution: This is measured in terms of the ability of the target of
a cyberpower campaign to accurately identify the originator. The orig-
inator may seek total anonymity or may imply that another group or
country executed the attack in order to hinder the investigation. The
scoring index depends on the mission of the cyber attack; although, in
general, the greater the anonymity, the higher the score.

5.2 Cyber Attack Evaluation

Tables 2 and 3 describe ten significant cyber attacks from 2007 through
2014. The attacks are characterized in terms of near, mid and far space, and
the layers of the unified cyberspace model in which they were active. Numerous
attacks have been publicized, but these ten attacks were selected due to their
relevance to the definition of cyberpower as being related to national security
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Table 2. Characterization of cyber attacks.

Attack Attack Details and Degree of Sophistication

DDoS
(2007) [9]

Coordinated distributed denial-of-service attack on Estonia’s infrastruc-
ture through near, mid and far space. The attack, although large in
scale, used relatively unsophisticated methods and was launched over the
Internet. Although it generated considerable publicity, it was relatively
short-lived with limited long-term damage.
Active Layer: Syntactic.
Persistence, Propagation, Novelty, Precision, Attribution: Low; Impact:
Medium.
Total Score = 7.

Aurora
(2009) [25]

Targeted malware attack against Adobe and Google through near, mid
and far space. The attack, thought to be state-sponsored, targeted at
least 30 companies and employed a previously unknown Internet Explorer
vulnerability that enabled computers to be controlled and data to be exfil-
trated [7]. The attack was eventually neutralized by browser and anti-virus
updates.
Active Layer: Semantic.
Propagation, Precision: Low; Persistence, Novelty, Impact, Attribution:
Medium.
Total Score = 10.

Stuxnet
(2010) [27]

Highly-sophisticated malware thought to be state-sponsored and believed
to have targeted an industrial control system in far space that could not
be directly accessed via the Internet. The malware used an unprecedented
number of previously-unknown Microsoft vulnerabilities and also compro-
mised the human-machine interfaces of the control system.
Active Layers: Services, Infrastructure.
Persistence, Propagation, Novelty, Precision, Impact, Attribution: High.
Total Score = 18.

Duqu
(2011) [1]

Stuxnet-like malware that targeted the Microsoft Windows operating sys-
tem to steal information located in far space. The malware sought infor-
mation about industrial control systems and exfiltrated the information
through mid space to the originator’s near space.
Active layer: Syntactic.
Propagation, Precision, Impact, Attribution: Medium; Persistence, Nov-
elty: High.
Total Score = 14.

HBGary
(2011) [24]

Attack attributed to Anonymous. This relatively-unsophisticated attack
against HBGary through mid and far space exploited known vulnerabili-
ties to exfiltrate sensitive data and conduct a denial-of-service attack.
Active Layers: Semantic, Human.
Propagation, Novelty, Attribution: Low; Persistence: Medium; Precision,
Impact: High.
Total Score = 11.

or conflict. Additionally, the attacks were selected because substantial open
source information was available for analysis.
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Table 3. Characterization of cyber attacks (contd.).

Attack Attack Details and Degree of Sophistication

Flamer
(2012) [26]

Malware with a complexity similar to Stuxnet and Duqu, albeit unrelated.
Thought to be state-sponsored, the malware targeted Eastern Europe and
Middle Eastern countries to exfiltrate information from a range of targets
in far space through mid space to near space.
Active Layer: Syntactic.
Precision: Low; Propagation, Impact, Attribution: Medium; Persistence,
Novelty: High.
Total Score = 13.

Shamoon
(2013) [2]

Highly targeted and widespread attack in far space on the critical infras-
tructure of Saudi Aramco by means of a self-replicating virus that deleted
data and rendered computers unusable. Thought to be state-sponsored.
Active Layer: Infrastructure.
Propagation: Low; Persistence, Novelty, Precision, Impact, Attribution:
High.
Total Score = 16.

APT1
(2013) [13]

Widespread industrial espionage of western commercial enterprises in far
space using complex and well-organized procedures with evidence of state-
sponsorship in near space.
Active Layer: Semantic.
Propagation: Low; Persistence, Novelty, Precision, Impact, Attribution:
Medium.
Total Score = 11.

ISIL
(2014) [6]

Non-state sponsored campaign through social media in mid space tar-
geting domestic and western media using high production quality media
to publicize activities, attract and encourage supporters and intimidate
adversaries.
Active Layers: Semantic, Human.
Propagation, Precision, Attribution: Low; Persistence, Novelty: Medium;
Impact: High.
Total Score = 10.

Sony
(2014) [11]

Possible state-sponsored attack on Sony Corporation that resulted in the
exfiltration and publication of sensitive information in far space causing
embarrassment and financial loss.
Active Layers: Semantic, Human.
Persistence, Propagation: Low; Novelty, Attribution: Medium; Precision,
Impact: High.
Total Score = 12.

The grades, low, medium and high, correspond to the numerical scores, 1, 2
and 3, respectively. The numerical scores assigned to the individual character-
istics were added to yield the total score. The grades and, thus, the scores were
qualitatively assessed based on expert opinion. Note that all the characteristics
were given the same weight, although, in some circumstances, certain criteria
may necessitate higher relative values.
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Figure 2. Comparison of cyber attack sophistication and layers of operation.

Figure 2 displays the information provided in Tables 2 and 3 in a graphical
format, indicating the relative sophistication of the attacks and the layers of
cyberspace in which they were active. The figure shows a general trend that
indicates a less complex and less technically-challenging approach is adequate
to attack the semantic and human layers. This is because these layers are
designed to be readily accessible and, therefore, require less effort to achieve
successful interactions. The human targets are not only easier to access, but
are also more susceptible to influence and change than programmed technical
components, which only have a limited series of responses to the possible inputs.

Creating effects in the layers that are not designed for direct human inter-
action (e.g., services, infrastructure, physical and syntactic layers) are more
complex undertakings. This is because an attack involves creating an effect
contrary to that envisioned by the system designers and, consequently, requires
a deeper understanding of the system architecture and configuration. In ad-
dition, an attack conducted over a network that is designed to cause physical
damage to a specific system has to be carefully targeted and calibrated to
reduce collateral damage.

If it is determined that a physical effect is desired on a system and that
impacting the lower elements of a network would require considerable prepara-
tion and planning, an alternative strategy may be more effective. Depending
on the circumstances, it may be decided that the most timely, economical and
effective way of achieving the desired effect is to attack the target using con-
ventional munitions instead of a cyber attack. However, a decision that weighs
the strengths and weaknesses of the different options can only be made after a
thorough analysis of the target, which can be aided using the unified model of
cyberspace and the measures of attack sophistication discussed above.
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From the perspective of a cyber attacker, influencing a target at the seman-
tic and human layers tends to require the least sophisticated methods (e.g., an
attack via social media). However, the level of complexity required to influence
the lower levels and ultimately attack the infrastructure or connected services
or systems to achieve a physical effect is much greater. In general, only nation
states have the level of sophistication required for complex covert data exfiltra-
tion or attacks on the services and infrastructure layers; non-state actors are
limited to less sophisticated attacks or relatively overt data extraction. Never-
theless, the asymmetrical nature of these operations is an important factor in
strategic offensive and defensive planning.

6. Conclusions

The division of cyberspace into near space, mid space and far space presents
an opportunity to maintain cyber situational awareness and enable counter
attacks. This contributes to resilience via the anticipation, absorption, adap-
tation and recovery from attacks, which is an important factor in establishing
cyberpower. The specification of what constitutes near space enables the artic-
ulation of defensive priorities and the identification of far space boundaries that
lower the risk of incurring collateral damage. Combining situational awareness
with the quantification of the various layers of cyberspace can improve the
understanding of cyberspace and how to project cyberpower.

Future research will attempt to further delineate the elements of cyberspace
and quantify cyber attacks and the cyberpower of nation states and non-state
actors. The goal is to develop a model that can provide numerical indices of cy-
berspace and cyberpower, and assist with the prediction of attack effectiveness.
Such a model would significantly inform defense policy and spending priorities.
Clearly, reliable data sources will be required to develop and validate the model.
Future research will also evaluate government and industry databases to deter-
mine what information is already available and what information remains to
be collected.
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